1) Effect of NIPAM/MA ratio on the swelling degree of PVA/P(MA-co-NIPAM) microgel particles
Definition of swelling degree: 
2) Beam size effects
Within the presented model it is assumed that the X-ray beam is infinitesimally small in diameter (infinite resolution). The STXM beam size, however, is determined by the parameters of the applied zone plate and the quality of focusing. The finite dimension of the beam is considered by a discrete convolution (eqn. S2) of the modeled transmission profiles in all regimes with a Gaussian distribution (eqn. S3) with a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) given by 2.35   .
(S2)
A minimization procedure is be employed to find the particle radius, shell thickness and absorption coefficients k i (x) that produce the best correlation with the experimental data. Fig.  S1 shows the effects of the convolution on the transmission profiles as calculated for a beam width of 90 nm (for better visualization). Fig. S2 illustrates the size distribution of the investigated PMN-II microgel particles. The exemplary particles investigated within the present study have been chosen with respect to characteristic sizes. The "large" particle represents the average and also most prominent particle size, while the "small" particle has a diameter close to the lower size limit (neglecting a very small portion of the size distribution). The largest available particles (diameter > 3.5 µm) are difficult to be analyzed by the presented STXM approach due to absorption saturation effects. 
3) Size distribution and selection of the microgel particles for the present STXM study

Fig. S2: Size distribution of the investigated batch of PMN-II microgel particles as determined by SEM in dry state and DLS in solution.
4) Detailed results of fit analysis for the investigated PMN-II particles
